
          Personal 
 embroidery design 
   software system

Features PE-DESIGN 10 PE-DESIGN PLUS2

General

Hoop Size Selection Up to 360 x 360 Up to 240 x 360

Sample Embroidery Data 1100+ 300+

Background image importing 7 
(.bmp/.tif/.jpg/.wmf/.png/.eps/.gif )

5 
(.bmp/.tif/.jpg/.png/.gif )

Advanced User Interface a a
Multi-Position Hoops a a
Design Library a a
File Import 
(.dst/.hus/.exp/.pcs/.vip/.sew/.jef/.csd/.xxx/.shv/.pes/.phc) a a
fcm Export ScanNCut a a
Vector Image Conversion (WMF/EMF/SVG) a a
Stitch Simulation a a
Layout & Editing a a
File Export 
(.dst/.hus/.exp/.pcs/.vip/.sew/.jef/.csd/.xxx/.shv) a -

fcm Import ScanNCut a -

Jump Stitch Trimming Setting a -

Design Center a -

Design Database a -

Thumbnail in Windows Explorer a -

Font Creator a -

Programmable Stitch Creator a -

Link Function a -

Font Functions

Built-in Fonts 130 35

Small Font 10 5

Text Transform 26 types 5 types

Monogram 2 -

True Type Fonts a -

Name Drop a -

Image Conversion

Auto Punch a a
Photo Stitch 1 (Complex Type) a a
Photo Stitch 2 (Simple Type) a a
Cross Stitch a a
Sewing Attributes

Region Sew Type 12 types 5 types

Line Sew Type 9 types 3 types

Gradation & Colour Blending a -

Load/Save Default Setting a -

Drawing Shapes

Line/Curve/Freehand Line/Curve/Freehand Line/Curve

Rectangle/Circle a a
Manual Punch a -

Shapes a -

Editing

Scale/Rotate/Flip a a
Mirror Copy a a
Offset Line a a
Remove Overlapping/Merge/Hole Sewing Setting a a
Point Editing a a
Appliqué Wizard a a
Keep Density of Stitch Patterns a a
Circle Copy/Matrix Copy a -

Floral Line a -

Embossing/Engraving a -

Direction Line Editing a -

Lock Function a -

Sewing Order Optimization a -

Template Wizard a -

Embroidered Patch Wizard a -

Cutwork Wizard a -

Mutual Data Conversion (stitch/shape(outline)/text) a -

Splitting off/Dividing Stitch Pattern a -

Stitch Point Editing a -

Minimum PC Requirement
Computer: IBM PC or compatible computer

Operation System: Windows Vista®,  
Windows® 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: 1GHz or higher

Memory: 512MB  
(1GB or more is recommended)

Hard disk free space: 300MB 

Monitor: XGA (1024 x 768),  
16-bit colour or higher

Port: 2 available USB 

Internet Access: Required for upgrade

*Additional purchase required. Images are for illustration purposes only. All specifications are subject to change without notice. Brother and its logo are trademarks of Brother Industries, Ltd., Japan. All registered trademarks 
referenced herein are the property of their respective companies. Windows® and Windows Vista® are registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the US and/or other countries. All other brand and product names are 
registered trademarks or trademarks of their respective companies. ©2017 Brother International Corporation (Canada) Ltd. 1, rue Hôtel de Ville, Dollard-des-Ormeaux, Québec, H9B 3H6. 01/2017 84264

PE-DESIGN® Software 
Enjoy the new and enhanced features.

Key: 

aIncluded

  -   Not included



PE-DESIGN® Software 
Extend your creativity and open up a world of embroidery 
with enhanced software.

Embroider, Embellish, Enjoy 
PE-DESIGN® 10 truly is the “Perfect 10” of embroidery software.

The Brother family of PE-DESIGN® software offers you more dimensions  
for enjoying embroidery and following your creative projects. Two levels  
of software give you design and editing capabilities that vary in complexity.  
 
Whether you want to create embroidery designs from virtually any source, 
including the internet, photographs, drawings and clip art, or just want to 
download embroidery designs and do simple editing, there’s a software 
level for you.

Go ahead...play a little!

BUILT-IN EMBROIDERY 
DESIGNS
Whether you use one or combine 
several embroidery designs, your 
options seem endless with loads 
of embroidery designs to choose 
from.

IMPORTING MADE EASY
Make your work truly unique by 
merging your own designs into 
PE-DESIGN.

FONTS
Vast array of big and small fonts 
to choose from to embroider onto 
your fabric and personalize your 
projects.

APPLIQUÉ FEATURES 
The Appliqué Wizard makes it 
easy to turn any embroidery  
design into an appliqué. You’ll  
love precision cutting your  
appliqués with the ScanNCut 
Home & Hobby Cutting Machine*!

FULL-FEATURED  
PHOTOSTITCH™
Transform photos into embroidered 
art with PhotoStitch™! Included are 
some great enhancements such  
as easy masking, improved preview, 
enhanced “Select from Candidates”, 
the ability to reserve colours and 
more. 

Expand your creative possibilities and streamline your design work with the new PE-DESIGN® 10  
Embroidery Design Software. It has new and enhanced features for everyone - from the hobbyist  
to the home business entrepreneur.

TOP NEW FEATURES:

Full Digitizing Capabilities
Enjoy creating shapes and texts on an easy user interface.

Intelligent Colour Sort
Intelligent Colour Sort reduces the amount of time you spend on the computer (manually  
matching colour segments) and at the embroidery machine (switching threads).

Fabric Selector 
The Fabric Selector automatically adjusts the sewing attributes for your embroidery based  
on your fabric selection.

Patch Wizard
The Patch Wizard automatically creates the outline for your appliqué. Create a badge or  
a patch with virtually any embroidery design, including text!

 Upgrade to PE-DESIGN® 10
 All owners of PE-DESIGN® 5 through 8 or PE-DESIGN®NEXT can purchase the PE-DESIGN® 10   
 upgrade software to take advantage of all the great features of PE-DESIGN® 10.  

Visit your nearest authorized Brother dealer or brother.ca/pe-design for more information.

USB SECURITY DONGLE
The new, convenient USB security 
dongle replaces the card writer 
used as a security device. Now  
you can easily install and run your 
software without a bulky card writer.

• Over 1000  
 built-in designs 

• 130 fonts 

• NEW zig zag   
 netfill & chain 
  stitches


